
Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1

Which of the following items is not used in 

Local Area Networks(LANs)? 
Computer Modem Cable  Modem  Interface card

2

Which of the following represents the fastest 

data transmission speed?
A. Gbps B. Kbps C. Bps D. Bandwidth 

3

A device that connects to a network with our 

the use of cables is said to be 
 Open source Cabled  Distributed  Wireless

4 WI–FI uses  Phase line  Radio waves  Optic fiber Sound waves

5

Network components are connected to the 

same cable in the _______ topology.
 Mesh  Bus  Star Ring

6

 How many bits are there in the Ethernet 

address?
 16 bits  32 bits  48 bits 64 bits

7

 Geometric arrangement of devices on the 

network is called 
Protocols  Topology  Trailer  LAN

8

Which type of network would use phone lines?
 Wireless  WAN  LAN WWAN

9

Which of the following is not a network 

device?
 Router Modem  Bridge Switch

10 Ethernet uses  Mesh topology  Ring topology  Bus topology Star topology

11

A device operating at the physical layer is 

called a 
 Bridge  Router Repeater  Switch 

12

Which of the following is the fastest 

communication channel?
Micro wave  Optical fiber  Radio wave Infrared

13 Encryption and decryption are the function of Session layer Presentation layer  Transport layer Application layer

14

_______ is the most important/powerful 

computer in a typical network.
 Desktop  Network client Network server  Network station 

15

The Internet is  A communication system 

for some states of India

 A communication system 

for the Indian government

 An internal communication 

system for a business

 A large network of 

networks 

16

Which of the following communications 

modes support two-way traffic but in only one 

direction of a time?

 Simplex Half-duplex Three-quarters duplex Full duplex 

17 The slowest transmission speeds are those of Coaxial cable Twisted-pair wire Fiber-optic cable Microwaves

18

What layer in the TCP/IP stack is equivalent to 

the Transport layer of the OSI model?
 Application  Host to host  Internet  Network Access
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19

The TCP/IP stack has four layers. Which layer 

of the TCP/IP stack model is equivalent to the 

Network layer of the OSI model?

 Application  Host to Host  Internet Network Access

20

Which of the following protocols uses both 

TCP and UDP?
 FTP  SMTP  Telnet  DNS

21

Length of Port address in TCP/IP is 

_________
 4bit long 16bit long  32bit long  8 bit long

22

TCP/IP layer is equivalent to combined 

Session, Presentation and _________
Network layer  Application layer Transport layer  Physical layer

23

How many levels of addressing is provided in 

TCP/IP protocol?
 One  Two  Three  Four

24 TCP/IP is related to __________  ARPANET  OSI  DECNET  ALOHA

25

A device operating at network layer is called 

__________
Router  Equalizer  Bridge  Repeater

26

A device operating at physical layer is called 

__________
Router  Equalizer  Bridge  Repeater

27

OSI stands for __________  open system 

interconnection
 operating system interface

 optical service 

implementation
 open service Internet

28

The number of layers in ISO OSI reference 

model is __________
4 5 6 7

29

TCP/IP model does not have ______ layer but 

OSI model have this layer.
 session layer  transport layer  application layer  network layer

30

Which layer is used to link the network support 

layers and user support layers?
session layer  data link layer  transport layer  network layer

31

TCP/IP model was developed _____ the OSI 

model.
 prior to  after  simultaneous to  with no link to

32

Which layer is responsible for process to 

process delivery in a general network model?
 network layer  transport layer  session layer  data link layer

33

Which address is used to identify a process on 

a host by the transport layer?
 physical address logical address  port address  specific address

34 Which layer provides the services to user? application layer  session layer  presentation layer  physical layer

35

Transmission data rate is decided by 

____________
network layer  physical layer  data link layer  transport layer

36

________ is a type of transmission impairment 

in which the signal loses strength due to the 

different propagation speeds of each frequency 

that makes up the signal.

 Attenuation  Noise Distortion Decibel

37

________ is a type of transmission impairment 

in which an outside source such as crosstalk 

corrupts a signal.

Attenuation  Noise Distortion Decibel

38

Block coding can help in _______ at the 

receiver.
 Synchronization Error detection  Attenuation  (a) and (b)



39

In _______ transmission, bits are transmitted 

simultaneously, each across its own wire.
 Parallel Asynchronous serial Synchronous serial  (a) and (b)

40

Unipolar, bipolar, and polar encoding are types 

of _______ encoding.
Block Line NRZ  Manchester

41

The process of converting the analog sample 

into discrete form is called
 Modulation  Multiplexing Quantization  Sampling

42

The sequence of operations in which PCM is 

done is

Sampling, quantizing, 

encoding

 Quantizing, encoding, 

sampling

 Quantizing, sampling, 

encoding

encodind, 

quantinizing,sampling

43

In Differential Pulse Code Modulation 

techniques, the decoding is performed by
Accumulator  Sampler PLL Quantizer

44

The crest factor of a waveform is given as – 
2Peak value/ rms value  rms value / Peak value  Peak value/ rms value

Peak value/ 2rms 

value

45

The digital modulation scheme in which the 

step size is not fixed is
Delta modulation Adaptive delta modulation  DPCM PCM

46

The number of voice channels that can be 

accommodated for transmission in T1 carrier 

system is

24 32 56 64

47

The polarities in NRZ format use
Complete pulse duration  Half duration

Both positive as well as 

negative value

 Each pulse is used for 

twice the duration

48

In asynchronous transmission, the gap time 

between bytes is _______.
 variable  fixed zero

 a function of the data 

rate

49

The most common technique to change an 

analog signal to digital data is called 

__________.

 sampling  PAL  PCM Quantinizing

50 PCM is an example of _______ conversion.  analog-to-analog analog-to-digital  digital-to-digital  digital-to-analog

51

Which encoding method uses alternating 

positive and negative values for 1s?
 AMI  RZ  NRZ-I  Manchester



Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1

The sharing of a medium and its link by two or more devices is 

called _________  Fully duplexing  Multiplexing Micropleixng Duplexing

2 Multiplexing is used in _______  Packet switching Circuit switching  Data switching

 Packet & Circuit 

switching

3 Which multiplexing technique used to transmit digital signals? a) FDM b) TDM c) WDM d) FDM & WDM

4

If there are n signal sources of same data rate, then the TDM link 

has _______ slots. a) n b) n/2 c) n*2 d) 2
n

5

If link transmits 4000frames per second, and each slot has 8 bits, 

the transmission rate of circuit this TDM is _________ a) 32kbps b) 500bps c) 500kbps d) 32bps

6 The state when dedicated signals are idle are called __________ a) Death period b) Poison period c) Silent period d) Stop period

7

In TDM, the transmission rate of a multiplexed path is always 

_______ the sum of the transmission rates of the signal sources. a) Greater than b) Lesser than c) Equal to

d) Equal to or greater 

than

8 In TDM, slots are further divided into _________ a) Seconds b) Frames c) Packets d) Bits

9 Why spread spectrum technique is inefficient for a single user?

Large transmission 

bandwidth

b) Small transmission 

bandwidth

c) Fixed transmission 

bandwidth d) Fixed null bandwidth

10 Which of the following is not a characteristic of PN sequence?

a) Nearly equal number of 0s 

and1s

b) Low correlation between 

shifted version of sequence c) Non deterministic

d) Low cross-correlation 

between any two 

sequences

11

. DSSS system spreads the baseband signal by ________ the 

baseband pulses with a pseudo noise sequence. a) Adding b) Subtracting c) Multiplying d) Dividing

12 What is the set of possible carrier frequencies in FH-SS? a) Hopset b) Hop c) Chips d) Symbols

13

The bandwidth of the channel used in the hopset is called 

_________ a) Hopping bandwidth b) Total hopping bandwidth c) Instantaneous bandwidth d) 3 dB bandwidth

14 Transmission media lie below the __________ layer. A)   application B)   transport C)   network D)   physical

15

_________ cable consists of an inner copper core and a 

second conducting outer sheath.
A)   Twisted-pair B)   Shielded twisted-pair C)   Coaxial D)   Fiber-optic

16

The inner core of an optical fiber is _________ in 

composition.
A)   copper B)   glass or plastic C)   bimetallic D)   liquid

17

What is the major factor that makes coaxial cable less 

susceptible to noise than twisted-pair cable?
A)   insulating material B)   inner conductor C)   diameter of cable D)   outer conductor

18
. In an optical fiber, the inner core is _________ the cladding. A)   less dense than B)   denser than C)   the same density as D)   another name for

19
. ________ cable is used for voice and data communications. A)   Twisted-pair B)   Coaxial C)   Fiber-optic D)   UTP

20
Transmission media are usually categorized as ___________.

A)   determinate or 

indeterminate
B)   fixed or unfixed C)   guided or unguided

D)   metallic or 

nonmetallic

21

________ are used for short-range communications such as 

those between a PC and a peripheral device.
A)   Radio waves B)   Infrared waves C)   Microwaves Bluetooth
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22 Which of the following is not a guided medium? A)   fiber-optic cable B)   coaxial cable C)   twisted-pair cable D)   atmosphere

23
Asynchronous Transfer Mode is ______________technology. Narrow band Packet switching Circuit switching Network switching

24

_______ cable consists of an inner copper core and a second 

sheath.
twisted-pair coaxial fiber-optic shielded twisted-pair

25 In fiber optics, the signal source is _____ waves. light LED radio infrared

26 Which of the following primarily uses guided media? cellular telephone system local telephone system satellite communications radio broadcasting

27

What is the major factor that makes coaxial cable less 

susceptible to noise than twisted-pair?
inner conductor diameter of the cable outer conductor insulating material

28 A local telephone network is an example of a _______ network. a) Packet switched b) Circuit switched c) Bit switched d) Line switched

29 Most packet switches use this principle ____________ a) Stop and wait b) Store and forward c) Store and wait d) Stop and forward

30

What are the Methods to move data through a network of links and 

switches?

a) Packet switching and Line 

switching

b) Circuit switching and Line 

switching

c) Line switching and bit 

switching

d) Packet switching and 

Circuit switching

31

As the resources are reserved between two communicating end 

systems in circuit switching, ___________ is achieved. a) authentication b) guaranteed constant rate c) reliability d) store and forward

32 In _________ systems, resources are allocated on demand. a) packet switching b) circuit switching c) line switching d) frequency switching

33 Which of the following is not an application layer service? Network virtual terminal

b) File transfer, access, and 

management c) Mail service d) Error control

34

A switched WAN is normally implemented as a _______ 

network. 
virtual-circuit datagram circuit-switched packet switch

35

Type of switching which uses the entire capacity of a 

dedicated link? Circuit switching datagram packet switching

virtual circuit packet 

switching Message switching

36

The ................... is a device that connects n inputs to m 

outputs. cross point cross bar modem RAM

37

In which type of switching do all the datagrams of a message 

follow the same channels of a path? circuit switching
datagram packet switching

virtual circuit packet 

switching
message switching

38 The packets switching concept was first proposed 

in the late 1950s for 

Defense Ministry of US

in the late 1980s for the 

Defense Ministry of US

in the early 1960s for 

military communication 

systems, mainly to handle 

speech

in the late 1955s for 

Defense Ministry of 

US

39

Automatic repeat request error management mechanism is provided 

by ________

a) logical link control 

sublayer

b) media access control 

sublayer

c) network interface control 

sublayer

d) application access 

control sublayer

40

When 2 or more bits in a data unit has been changed during the 

transmission, the error is called ____________ a) random error b) burst error c) inverted error d) double error

41 CRC stands for __________ a) cyclic redundancy check b) code repeat check c) code redundancy check d) cyclic repeat check

42

Which of the following is the multiple access protocol for channel 

access control? a) CSMA/CD b) CSMA/CA

c) Both CSMA/CD & 

CSMA/CA d) HDLC

43 Error detection at the data link layer is achieved by? Bit stuffing Cyclic redundancy codes Hamming codes Equalization

44

The data link layer takes the packets from _____ and encapsulates 

them into frames for transmission. 
network layer physical layer transport layer application layer

45 Which one of the following task is not done by data link layer? 
framing error control flow control channel coding

46 How error detection and correction is done?

By passing it through 

equalizer By passing it through filter By amplifying it

 By adding redundancy 

bits



47 In cyclic redundancy checking, what is the CRC?    The quotient  The dividend   The divisor  The remainder

48

Which error detection method consists of just one redundant 

bit per data unit?
 CRC Checksum    Simple parity check

   Two-dimensional 

parity check

49 The _____of errors is more difficult than the ______.   detection; correction  correction; detection  creation; correction   creation; detection

50

What is the minimal Hamming distance between any two 

correct codewords? 
1 2 3 4

51 Who invented Hamming codes? Richard Hamming Ross Hamming Shannon Huffman 

52 The checksum of 0000 and 0000 is __________. 0 1111   0111    1110



Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1

 The data link layer takes the packets from _________ and 

encapsulates them into frames for transmission. a) network layer b) physical layer c) transport layer d) application layer

2

 Which of the following tasks is not done by data link 

layer? a) framing b) error control c) flow control d) channel coding

3

Which sublayer of the data link layer performs data link 

functions that depend upon the type of medium?

a) logical link control 

sublayer

b) media access control 

sublayer

c) network interface 

control sublayer d) error control sublayer

4 Header of a frame generally contains ______________ a) synchronization bytes b)Network Layer c)Transport Layer d)Hardware

5

 Automatic repeat request error management mechanism is 

provided by ________

a) logical link control 

sublayer

b) media access control 

sublayer

c) network interface 

control sublayer

d) application access 

control sublayer

6

When 2 or more bits in a data unit has been changed during 

the transmission, the error is called ____________ a) random error b) burst error c) inverted error d) double error

7 CRC stands for __________

a) cyclic redundancy 

check b) code repeat check

c) code redundancy 

check d) cyclic repeat check

8

Which of the following is the multiple access protocol for 

channel access control? a) CSMA/CD b) CSMA/CA

c) Both CSMA/CD & 

CSMA/CA d) HDLC

9

 The technique of temporarily delaying outgoing 

acknowledgements so that they can be hooked onto the next 

outgoing data frame is called ____________

a) piggybacking
b) cyclic redundancy 

check
c) fletcher’s checksum d) parity check

10  What is the full form of WLAN?

a) Wide Local Area 

Network

b) Wireless Local Area 

Network

c) Wireless Land Access 

Network

d) Wireless Local Area 

Node

11 In wireless ad-hoc network _________

a) access point is not 

required b) access point is must c) nodes are not required

d) all nodes are access 

points

12

Which multiple access technique is used by IEEE 802.11 

standard for wireless LAN? a) CDMA b) CSMA/CA c) ALOHA d) CSMA/CD

13  A wireless network interface controller can work in _______ a) infrastructure mode b) ad-hoc mode

c) both infrastructure 

mode and ad-hoc mode d) WDS mode

14

In wireless network an extended service set is a set of 

________

a) connected basic 

service sets b) all stations c) all access points

d) connected access 

points

15 Mostly ________ is used in wireless LAN.

a) time division 

multiplexing

b) orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing

c) space division 

multiplexing

d) channel division 

multiplexing
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16

Which one of the following event is not possible in wireless 

LAN? a) collision detection

b) acknowledgement of 

data frames

c) multi-mode data 

transmission

d) connection to wired 

networks

17  What is Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)?

a) security algorithm for 

ethernet

b) security algorithm for 

wireless networks

c) security algorithm for 

usb communication

d) security algorithm for 

emails

18 What is WPA? a) wi-fi protected access

b) wired protected 

access c) wired process access d) wi-fi process access

19

 An interconnected collection of piconet is called 

___________ a) scatternet b) micronet c) mininet d) multinet

20 Bluetooth is the wireless technology for __________ a) local area network b) personal area network

c) metropolitan area 

network d) wide area network

21 Bluetooth uses ____

a) frequency hopping 

spread spectrum

b) orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing

c) time division 

multiplexing

d) channel division 

multiplexing

22 Bluetooth transceiver devices operate in ______ band. a) 2.4 GHz ISM b) 2.5 GHz ISM c) 2.6 GHz ISM d) 2.7 GHz ISM

23  Bluetooth supports _______

a) point-to-point 

connections

b) point-to-multipoint 

connection

c) both point-to-point 

connections and point-to-

multipoint connection

d) multipoint to point 

connection

24  WiMAX stands for ___________

a) wireless maximum 

communication

b) worldwide 

interoperability for 

microwave access

c) worldwide 

international standard 

for microwave access

d) wireless internet 

maximum 

communication

25 WiMAX provides ________

a) simplex 

communication

b) half duplex 

communication

c) full duplex 

communication d) no communication

26 WiMAX uses the _________

a) orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing

b) time division 

multiplexing

c) space division 

multiplexing

d) channel division 

multiplexing

27

Devices that provide the connectivity to a WiMAX network 

are known as _________ a) subscriber stations b) base stations c) gateway d) switch stations

28

Which of the following frequencies is not used in WiMAX for 

communication? a) 2.3 GHz b) 2.4 GHz c) 2.5 GHz d) 3.5 GHz

29

The satellite that is used as a relay to extend communication 

distance is called as __________ a) Relay satellites

b) Communication 

satellites c) Repeater satellites

d) Geosynchronous 

satellites

30

The transmitter-receiver combination in the satellite is known 

as a _______ a) Relay b) Repeater c) Transponder d) Duplexer

31

What is the reason for shifting from c band to ku band in 

satellite communication? a) Lesser attenuation

b) Less power 

requirements c) More bandwidth d) Overcrowding

32

What is the reason for carrying multiple transponders in a 

satellite?

a) More number of 

operating channel b) Better reception c) More gain d) Redundancy



33

What is the maximum theoretical data rate if a transponder is 

used for binary transmission and has a bandwidth of 36MHz? a) 32Mpbs b) 72Mpbs c) 36Mpbs d) 12Mpbs

34

 Which technique uses two different antennas to reduce traffic 

on the same frequency? a) Spatial isolation b) Frequency reuse c) Multiplexing d) Modulation

35 Hardware address is known as _________ a) MAC address b) IP Address

c) Network Interface 

Card

d) Address Resolution 

Protocol

36 MAC stands for ________ a) Media Area Control

b) Memory Access 

Control c) Memory Area Control d) Media Access Control

37 What translates IP address into MAC address?

a) Organizationally 

Unique Identifier

b) Address Resolution 

Protocol

c) Network Interface 

Card d) Burned In Address

38 Networking Hardware Address is referred with ________ a) IP address b) MAC address c) NIC

d) Organizationally 

Unique Identifier

39 Ethernet frame consists of ____________ a) MAC address b) IP address c) Default mask d) Network address

40 High speed ethernet works on _________ a) coaxial cable b) twisted pair cable c) optical fiber

d) unshielded twisted 

pair cable

41

 The maximum size of payload field in ethernet frame is 

__________ a) 1000 bytes b) 1200 bytes c) 1300 bytes d) 1500 bytes

42 DSL telcos provide which of the following services? a) Wired phone access b) ISP

c) Wired phone access 

and ISP

d) Network routing and 

ISP

43 Which of the following terms is not associated with DSL? a) DSLAM b) CO c) Splitter d) CMTS

44

Which of the following factors affect transmission rate in 

DSL?

a) The gauge of the 

twisted-pair line

b) Degree of electrical 

interfernece c) Shadow fading

d) The gauge of the 

twisted-pair line and 

degree of electrical 

interference

45 VPN is abbreviated as __________

a) Visual Private 

Network

b) Virtual Protocol 

Network

c) Virtual Private 

Network

d) Virtual Protocol 

Networking

46 Which of the statements are not true to classify VPN systems?

a) Protocols used for 

tunnelling the traffic

b) Whether VPNs are 

providing site-to-site or 

remote access 

connection

c) Securing the network 

from bots and malwares

d) Levels of security 

provided for sending and 

receiving data privately

47 What types of protocols are used in VPNs?

a) Application level 

protocols b) Tunnelling protocols c) Network protocols d) Mailing protocols

48 There are _________ types of VPNs. a) 3 b) 2 c) 5 d) 4

49

 _________ type of VPNs are used for home private and 

secure connectivity. a) Remote access VPNs b) Site-to-site VPNs c) Peer-to-Peer VPNs

d) Router-to-router 

VPNs

50

 Which types of VPNs are used for corporate connectivity 

across companies residing in different geographical location? a) Remote access VPNs b) Site-to-site VPNs c) Peer-to-Peer VPNs

d) Country-to-country 

VPNs



57 The network layer is concerned with __________ of data. a) bits b) frames c) packets d) bytes

58 Which one of the following is not a function of network layer? a) routing b) inter-networking c) congestion control d) error control

59 A 4 byte IP address consists of __________ a) only network address b) only host address

c) network address & 

host address

d) network address & 

MAC address

60

A subset of a network that includes all the routers but contains 

no loops is called ________ a) spanning tree b) spider structure c) spider tree d) special tree

61 The network layer protocol for internet is __________ a) ethernet b) internet protocol

c) hypertext transfer 

protocol d) file transfer protocol

62 ICMP is primarily used for _____

a) error and diagnostic 

functions b) addressing c) forwarding d) routing

63  In virtual circuit network each packet contains ___________

a) full source and 

destination address b) a short VC number c) only source address

d) only destination 

address

64

When collection of various computers seems a single coherent 

system to its client, then it is called _________ a) computer network b) distributed system c) networking system d) mail system

65  Two devices are in network if __________

a) a process in one 

device is able to 

exchange information 

with a process in another 

device

b) a process is running 

on both devices

c) PIDs of the processes 

running of different 

devices are same

d) a process is active and 

another is inactive

66

Communication channel is shared by all the machines on the 

network in ________ a) broadcast network b) unicast network c) multicast network d) anycast network

67

Which of the following networks extends a private network 

across public networks? a) local area network

b) virtual private 

network

c) enterprise private 

network d) storage area network

68

Which protocol should you select if the network diameter is 

more than 17 hops? a) RIPv1 b) RIPv2 c) EIGRP

d) Both RIPv1 and 

RIPv2

69  Which command displays RIP routing updates? a) Show IP route b) Debug IP rip c) Show protocols d) Debug IP route

70

Which protocol gives a full route table update every 30 

seconds? a) IEGRP b) RIP c) ICMP d) IP

71  Where should we use default routing?

a) On stub networks- 

which have only one exit 

path out of the network

b) Which have more 

than one exit path out of 

the network

c) Minimum five exit 

paths out of the network

d) Maximum five exit 

paths out of the network

72

Which two routing protocols can be redistributed into OSPF 

by a Cisco router?

a) IP EIGRP and 

AppleTalk EIGRP

b) AppleTalk EIGRP 

and RIPv2 c) RIPv2 and IP EIGRP

d) IPX RIP & 

AppleTalk EIGRP

73 The size of an IP address in IPv6 is _________ a) 4 bytes b) 128 bits c) 8 bytes d) 100 bits

74 The header length of an IPv6 datagram is ___________ a) 10bytes b) 25bytes c) 30bytes d) 40bytes

75  IPv6 does not use _________ type of address. a) broadcast b) multicast c) anycast d) unicast



76

 Which among the following features is present in IPv6 but not 

in IPv4? a) Fragmentation b) Header checksum c) Options d) Anycast address

77 The _________ field determines the lifetime of IPv6 datagram a) Hop limit b) TTL c) Next header d) Type of traffic

78

Suppose two IPv6 nodes want to interoperate using IPv6 

datagrams, but they are connected to each other by intervening 

IPv4 routers. The best solution here is ________

a) Use dual-stack 

approach b) Tunneling c) No solution d) Replace the system

79 Dual-stack approach refers to _________

a) Implementing Ipv4 

with 2 stacks

b) Implementing Ipv6 

with 2 stacks

c) Node has both IPv4 

and IPv6 support

d) Implementing a MAC 

address with 2 stacks

80

In IPv6 addresses, addresses that start with eight 0s are called 

________ a) Unicast addresses b) Multicast addresses c) Any cast addresses d) Reserved addresses

81 When was IPv6 launched? a) June 2, 2012 b) June 4, 2012 c) June 5, 2012 d) June 6, 2012

82

Which of the following is not a step in the Header translation 

procedure?

a) The IPv6 mapped 

address is changed to an 

IPv4 address by 

extracting the rightmost 

32bits

b) The value of the IPv6 

priority field is 

discarded

c) The type of service 

field in IPv4 is set to 

zero

d) The IPv6 flow label is 

considered



Sr. No. Question Option A Option B Option C Option D

1

 Transport layer aggregates data from different applications into a single 

stream before passing it to ____________ network layer data link layer application layer physical layer

2 Which of the following are transport layer protocols used in networking? TCP and FTP UDP and HTTP TCP and UDP HTTP and FTP

3 User datagram protocol is called connectionless because _____________

all UDP packets are 

treated independently 

by transport layer

 it sends data as a 

stream of related 

packets

 it is received in 

the same order as 

sent order

 it sends data very 

quickly

4

 An endpoint of an inter-process communication flow across a computer 

network is called __________ socket pipe port machine

5 Socket-style API for windows is called ____________ wsock winsock wins sockwi

6 Which one of the following is a version of UDP with congestion control?

datagram congestion 

control protocol

stream control 

transmission 

protocol

structured stream 

transport

user congestion 

control protocol

7 A _____ is a TCP name for a transport service access point. port pipe node protocol

8 Transport layer protocols deals with ____________

application to 

application 

communication

process to process 

communication

node to node 

communication

man to man 

communication

9 Which of the following is a transport layer protocol?

stream control 

transmission protocol

internet control 

message protocol

neighbor 

discovery 

protocol

dynamic host 

configuration 

protocol

10 Which of the following is false with respect to TCP? Connection-oriented Process-to-process

Transport layer 

protocol Unreliable

11 In TCP, sending and receiving data is done as _______ Stream of bytes

Sequence of 

characters Lines of data Packets

12

TCP process may not write and read data at the same speed. So we need 

__________ for storage. Packets Buffers Segments Stacks

13 TCP groups a number of bytes together into a packet called _______ Packet Buffer Segment Stack

14

Bytes of data being transferred in each connection are numbered by TCP. 

These numbers start with a _________ Fixed number

Random sequence of 

0’s and 1’s One

Sequence of zero’s 

and one’s

15 Size of TCP segment header ranges between ___________ 16 and 32 bytes 16 and 32 bits 20 and 60 bytes 20 and 60 bits

16 Which of the following is false with respect to UDP? Connection-oriented Unreliable

Transport layer 

protocol Low overhead

17 Return value of the UDP port “Chargen” is _______ String of characters String of integers

Array of 

characters with 

integers

Array of zero’s and 

one’s

18 Beyond IP, UDP provides additional services such as _______ Routing and switching

Sending and 

receiving of packets

Multiplexing and 

demultiplexing

Demultiplexing 

and error checking

19 What is the main advantage of UDP? More overload Reliable Low overhead Fast

Unit 5
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A piece of icon or image on a web page associated with another webpage is 

called ______ url hyperlink plugin extension

21 Dynamic web page ______

is same every time 

whenever it displays

generates on demand 

by a program or a 

request from browser

both is same 

every time 

whenever it 

displays and 

generates on 

demand by a 

program or a 

request from 

is different always 

in a predefined 

order

22 URL stands for ________ unique reference label

uniform reference 

label

uniform resource 

locator

unique resource 

locator

23 Common gateway interface is used to _______

generate executable 

files from web content 

by web server generate web pages stream videos

download media 

files

24 A web cookie is a small piece of data that is _______

sent from a website 

and stored in user’s 

web browser while a 

user is browsing a 

website

sent from user and 

stored in the server 

while a user is 

browsing a website

sent from root 

server to all 

servers

sent from the root 

server to other root 

servers

25 Which one of the following is not used to generate dynamic web pages? PHP ASP.NET JSP CSS

26 Which of the following protocols is used in the internet? HTTP DHCP DNS

DNS, HTTP and 

DNS

27 Communication offered by TCP is ________ Full-duplex Half-duplex Semi-duplex Byte by byte

28

Suppose a TCP connection is transferring a file of 1000 bytes. The first byte 

is numbered 10001. What is the sequence number of the segment if all data is 

sent in only one segment? a) 10000 b) 10001 c) 12001 d) 11001

29 A layer which is the binary data protocol layer. stub layer skeleton layer remote layer transport protocol

30

A typical _________ program creates some remote objects, makes references 

to these objects accessible, and waits for clients to invoke methods on these 

objects. Server Client Thread Concurrent

31 HTTP is ________ protocol. application layer transport layer network layer data link layer

32 In the network HTTP resources are located by

uniform resource 

identifier

unique resource 

locator

unique resource 

identifier

union resource 

locator

33

HTTP client requests by establishing a __________ connection to a 

particular port on the server. user datagram protocol

transmission control 

protocol

border gateway 

protocol

domain host 

control protocol



34 In HTTP pipelining ________________

multiple HTTP 

requests are sent on a 

single TCP connection 

without waiting for the 

corresponding 

responses

multiple HTTP 

requests can not be 

sent on a single TCP 

connection

multiple HTTP 

requests are sent 

in a queue on a 

single TCP 

connection

multiple HTTP 

requests are sent at 

random on a single 

TCP connection

35 The File Transfer Protocol is built on ______________

data centric 

architecture

service oriented 

architecture

client server 

architecture

connection oriented 

architecture

36 In File Transfer Protocol, data transfer cannot be done in ___________ stream mode block mode compressed mode message mode

37

When the mail server sends mail to other mail servers it becomes 

____________ SMTP server SMTP client Peer d) Master

38

If you have to send multimedia data over SMTP it has to be encoded into 

_______ Binary Signal ASCII Hash

39 Expansion of SMTP is ________

Simple Mail Transfer 

Protocol

Simple Message 

Transfer Protocol

Simple Mail 

Transmission 

Protocol

Simple Message 

Transmission 

Protocol

40 The underlying Transport layer protocol used by SMTP is ________ TCP UDP

Either TCP or 

UDP IMAP

41 Choose the statement which is wrong incase of SMTP?

It requires message to 

be in 7bit ASCII 

format It is a pull protocol

It transfers files 

from one mail 

server to another 

mail server

SMTP is 

responsible for the 

transmission of the 

mail through the 

internet

42 Typically the TCP port used by SMTP is _________ a) 25 b) 35 c) 50 d) 15

43 SSH can be used in only _____________

unix-like operating 

systems windows

both unix-like and 

windows systems Unix

44 SSH uses ___________ to authenticate the remote computer.

public-key 

cryptography

private-key 

cryptography

any of public-key 

or private-key

both public-key & 

private-key

45 The entire hostname has a maximum of ___________ 255 characters 127 characters 63 characters 31 characters

46  A DNS client is called _________ DNS updater DNS resolver DNS handler

none of the 

mentioned

47 DNS database contains _______ name server records

hostname-to-address 

records hostname aliases

all of the 

mentioned

48

Which one of the following allows client to update their DNS entry as their 

IP address change? dynamic DNS mail transfer agent

authoritative 

name server Both a & b

49 Servers handle requests for other domains _______ directly

by contacting remote 

DNS server it is not possible Both a & b

50

In SMTP, the command to write receiver’s mail address is written with the 

command _______ SEND TO RCPT TO MAIL TO RCVR TO
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